
DBT House Worksheet
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Your full name:


Your therapist’s name:

Date submitted:


 Foundation: What are your core 
values

 Walls: Who supports you? Make sure 
that these are the people you truly count 
on

 Roof: Who protects you and makes you 
feel safe

 Chimney: How do you blow off steam/
cope

 Front door: How easy can you open up 
to people

 Windows: What are your dreams and 
aspirations? How do you view certain 
things like what’s popular, what’s not 
popular, your hobbies, religion, societal 
norms, etc.

 The basement: What do you usually 
hide from others

 First floor: What aspects of your life 
would you like to change

 Second floor: What feelings and 
emotions would you like to experience 
more

 Third floor: What do you feel happy 
about? What do you want to feel happy 
about

 Fourth floor: To you, what is a life worth 
living, and what does that look like for 
you

 Billboard: What are you proud of?

Please draw and fill this house based on the following questions:
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Instructions: After drawing and filling up your DBT house, it’s time to elaborate on your drawings. Describe the 
reasoning behind your drawings or what they represent to you? Try to be as detailed as possible. The information you 
write will help your therapist determine the kinds of skills you should learn throughout your sessions, and develop 
various coping strategies for you to try.


Foundation

Walls

Roof

Chimney

Front door

Windows
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The basement

First floor

Second floor

Third floor

Fourth floor

Billboard
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	DBT House Worksheet 1
	DBT House Worksheet 2
	DBT House Worksheet 3

	Text1: 
	0: 
	0: Drawing of me playing video games and sports
	1: Drawing of family and friends and pets

	1: 
	0: Drawing of having good times with family and friends
	1: Drawing of me writing novels and translating video games

	2: 
	0: Drawing of me being happy about listening to music, eating, playing video games, reading books, and hanging out with loved ones
	1: Half-open door

	3: 
	1: Drawing of me longing for the experience of seeing the world
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: Rage issues

	1: 
	0: Stability, peace, love, joy, discovery, family, friends, loyalty

Walls: drawing of family and friends



	4: 
	0: Drawing of me and my achievements and current projects
	1: Drawing of me letting go of rage issues.


	Text5: 
	0: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
	1: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
	2: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

	Text6: 
	0: These are my core values. I don't want to live an extravagant life. I want a peaceful, simple life where I can enjoy spending time with my loved ones and friends. A life where I am rich enough to live in peace and enjoy what I love..
	1: This is a recurring thing in my DBT house: family and friends. I know that I can count on them for support.
	2: Same thing with the Walls section. My family and friends (and even pets) make me feel safe all the time.
	3: I blow off steam by playing video games and sports (volleyball, running, swimming).
	4: My front door is half-open. I don't mind opening up to people, but I always keep myself distant enough to assess if I should open up to certain people or not. The door being half-open makes it easy for me to close or to let it wide open, depending on my assessment of people.
	5: I want to be a novelist, short story writer, translator, and video game narrative designer.
	6: 
	0: I strangely have rage issues that I don't understand having. I don't know why I feel angry despite having good relationships, stable income, and a quiet life.
	1: Drawing of me letting go of rage. I want to get to the bottom of why I feel angry despite living a currently good life.
	2: I want to feel the rush of seeing the world. I haven't traveled in so long. I'm kind of jealous of friends who just travel willy nilly. My country sucks and its suffocating to live in the capital.
	3: I feel happy about my relationships and my current quality of life. I want to feel happy with what I'm doing (I'm currently not doing what I like).
	4: A life worth living is a life where I get to do what I've always aspired to do and sharing the fruits of my labor with family, friends, and pets.
	5: I depict myself being proud of the work I'm doing now even though it's not what I want to do. There's beauty in that.




